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Social Graphs
Biological Graphs

Predict molecular 
properties The Web Ecological Graphs

Knowledge graph reasoning
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} Logical reasoning

C1 C2 C3

x y z

} Program synthesis

Source: IntelliCode.
e.g.: Learning to Represent Programs with Graphs ICLR'18
Miltiadis Allamanis, Marc Brockschmidt, Mahmoud Khademi

Credit: CLVR task dataset

} Graph generation (drug discovery)

} Natural language 
processing 
(Transformers)

} Scene understanding, 
world understanding (RL)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.00740
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} State-of-the-art natural language methods use graph 
neural networks

} Transformer encoder:

Masked word Able to predict the 
masked word

Edge weights 
define word 
importance of 
word in 
prediction
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Adjacency Matrix

S.V.N. Vishwanathan: Graph Kernels, Page 3
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vertices/nodes edges

Undirected Graph G(V, E)

A =

2

6666666664

0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0

3

7777777775

sub-matrix of A = a subgraph of G

𝑿!⋅
𝑿⋅!𝑿⋅#

𝑿#⋅

𝝅 = (2,1,3,4,5,6,7,8)

Arbitrary node ids

𝜋 𝑿 =

𝑿 =
Elements of Graph matrices may be high-dimensional: 
• Encode node and edge attributes
• Encode multiple edges (for multiplex networks)
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} Graph Representation Learning (GRL):
◦ Deep learning on graphs
◦ A graph of size n is just a sequence of 𝑛# random variables

Resulting probability model:

for any permutation 𝜋 of (1,…,n)
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Definition of isomorphic graph

This symmetry is the ONLY assumption in Graph Representation Learning

Domain that encodes all edge 
and node properties
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Example: Predict graph property ⇒ Representation of entire graph

Γ

feature vector encoding entire graph
Γ 𝑋.., 𝑋./, 𝑋/., … , 𝑋00 ∈ ℝ1

Predicted property
(e.g., schizophrenia)

Upstream 
classifier

Gr
ap

h 
Re

pr
es

en
ta

tio
n

Permutation-invariant 
graph representation

𝑔

Γ can be a Graph Neural Network (GNN) + Deep Sets neural net.

Graph Representation Learning
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Example: Predict links ⇒ Representation of edges

Γ

feature vector encoding node pairs

Γ 𝑋.., 𝑋./, 𝑋/., … , 𝑋00 ∈ ℝ0!×1

Predicted link

Upstream 
classifier

Ed
ge

 (n
od

e 
pa

ir)
 

Re
pr

es
en

ta
tio

n

Edge permutation-
equivariant graph 
representation

𝑔

In practice, the 𝑛( edge representations are 
approximated by Monte Carlo methods

(positional node representations)

Different
edge 

representations

Graph Representation Learning …

…

Recommended reading:

Srinivasan, R., On the Equivalence between Positional Node 
Embeddings and Structural Graph Representations, ICLR 2020
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} Graph Representation Learning is designed for 
observational tasks

} The hierarchy of causality: Lower-levels methods 
incapable of higher-level tasks
◦ Counterfactual methods can perform all tasks
◦ Interventional methods can also perform 

observational tasks
◦ Observational methods can only perform 

observational tasks

} Rest of the talk:
Graph Representation Learning not designed for 
interventional and counterfactual tasks

Method power
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} Planetary motion in an Earth-centric model
◦ Ptolomaic epicycles accurately describe retrograde motion of planets
◦ Ptolemy also used multiple geometric tricks to improve his predictions

} Excellent to predict observed planetary motion
◦ State-of-the-art (SOTA) results

} Cannot predict effect of changes in environment / interventions
◦ Intervention: 

Changing orbit of a satellite
◦ Counterfactual: 

Simulate effect of launching new Mars probe on different orbit

SOTA!
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} Observational: Train and test data come from the same distribution

Data
shuffle 
& split

Training data Test data

} Interventional: Data changes when an action is taken

Data Algorithm
Act

(Decision)

} Counterfactual: What would happen if the “environment” changed

Training data Test data

Out-of-distribution predictions

Physics equivalent
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} Current Graph Neural Networks (GNNs):

◦ State-of-the-art (expressive) GNNs can perform 
almost all observational tasks

◦ PS: Occam’s razor is unrelated to causality

} Bevilacqua*, Zhou*, R., ICML 2021

Observational Graph Representation Learning

Counterfactual Graph Representation Learning

} What happens in a network when we intervene in the graph?

Interventional Graph Representation Learning

Physics 
equivalent
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} Extrapolation beyond the training data distribution is a counterfactual question

} If part of the test data is given:
◦ Covariate shift adaptation 
◦ Domain adaptation
◦ Few-shot learning
◦ Zero-shot learning

Training data Test data

} If no test data is given
◦ Counterfactual inference

Q: Is extrapolation just predicting the future?

A: No. Predicting the future can be just observational
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Gao & R., On the Equivalence Between Temporal and Static Equivariant Graph Representations for 
Observational Predictions, arXiv:2103.07016, 2021.
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(Gao & Ribeiro, 2021) describes the theory of temporal graph representation learning

} Modeling time evolution unrelated to modeling cause and effect

} Classifies temporal graph representation learning:
1. Time-and-graph methods
2. Time-then-graph methods

◦ In general, time-and-graph and time-then-graph are equally expressive

◦ Using standard GNNs, time-then-graph are more expressive than 
time-and-graph
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} Time-and-graph
◦ Encodes how node embeddings evolve over time
◦ Majority of existing works

tim
e 

GNN1

GNN2

GNN3

} Time-then-graph
◦ Embedding encodes time evolution of nodes 

and edges independently
◦ Impose permutation-equivariance via final 

static graph

tim
e

Final (static) GNN

Embed temporal 
evolution of edges
independently

Embed temporal
evolution of nodes
independently<Less 

expressive
More 
expressive
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Existing time-then-graph

Existing time-and-graph

Our fixed time-then-graph

Task: Predict if a node will get infected
- Input: Temporal graph and epidemic evolution (discretized in time)
- Output: Probability a node gets infected in next step

Shows Temporal-GNNs predictions are purely observational: 
Predicts infections without modeling how virus spreads over the graph

Take-home: GNNs not yet trustworthy for epidemic modeling 
of interventions & counterfactuals
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Bevilacqua*, Zhou*, R., Size-Invariant Graph Representations for Graph Classification 
Extrapolations, ICML 2021

* equal contribution
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} Can GNNs extrapolate to new graph sizes?
◦ Experiment:
� Graph classification task (predict schizophrenia)
� All training graphs have the same size
� Test graphs are larger Accuracy over 

same sizes as 
training

Accuracy over larger 
graph sizes

Makes GNN representations invariant to
certain size extrapolations
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} Structural causal model defines how train and test differ in graph sizes
◦ Uses twin DAG approach to counterfactuals (Balke & Pearl, 1994)

} Assumes independence between cause and mechanism (Janzing & Schölkopf, 2010)

} Target label 𝑌 given by random graph family (graphon)
◦ Graph size and node attributes part of an environment that changes between 

train and test

Counterfactual test graph 
changes size and node attributes

What if the test graphs 
were larger or smaller?
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} Approximately Size-invariant Graph Representation between Train and Test
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} Inspired by the symmetry unlearning approach of (Mouli & R., ICLR 2021)
◦ Extrapolation in humans: Young children differ from primates in their ability to assume 

symmetries to build conceptual relations (Sidman, et al. 1982)
� E.g., if a sequence (A then B) produces C, a child assumes (B then A) also produces C
� Children learn asymmetry only if presented evidence against symmetry

} For graphs (attribute symmetry): Motifs are regularized towards motif embeddings with same 
topology regardless of node attributes

to have same representation in GNN
For instance, regularization pushes
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} Approximate invariance to counterfactual changes in environment

◦ Theorem 1 (Approximate Size-invariant Graph Representation).
Change in graph representation between train and test is upper-bounded by the ratio 
of motif sizes and graph sizes (in train and test)

Training graph Counterfactual test graph
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} Counterfactually-invariant representations work in graphs that follow causal model
} There is no universally good size-invariant representation
◦ Different causal mechanisms will require different solutions
◦ I.e., Invariant Risk Minimization (Arjovsky et al., 2019) does not work in graph tasks

These do not follow causal mechanism
Attributed SBM follows causal mechanism
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} Graph Representation Learning (GRL) will evolve from observational to 
counterfactual
◦ Observational GRL sometimes cannot perform critical tasks 

(e.g. COVID-19 intervention modeling)
◦ This evolution requires a synergy with graph models

◦ Unlike observational GRL, there are no universal representations for 
counterfactual extrapolations in GRL
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